
Legendary Customer 

Service…Delivering the 

Unexpected!

“Do what you do so well they will want to see it again and bring their 

friends.”  Walt Disney



Are You Part of a 

“Dream Team??”



Teamwork Makes the Dream Work!

Cliché but true!







The “Josh” Rule #1…
Always…it is a simple and powerful tool…



The “Josh” Rule #2…

Every scenario in life!

Every role…

Every interaction…

Every conversation…

Every reaction…

Every situation…

Every meeting…

Every project…

Every e-mail…

Every phone call…

EVERYTHING...



The “Josh” Rule #3…

Perception Becomes Reality!

Other’s perceptions become YOUR reality…

The totality of their experience will determine how they feel 

about you, your team and ultimately your organization!

Family Members are important here too…
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HCAHPS Scores=Reimbursement!
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Perception Becomes Reality!

 Is she an old lady looking down or a beautiful young woman looking away?



Perception Becomes Reality!

 Perception is what you see.

 Perception is how you feel.

 It is triggered by gestures, body language, a look or a tone.

 Beware of 1st impressions!  You only get one shot…

 Being aware of your teammates strengths is powerful…

 Strengths create a common language.

 Pave a way toward shifting perceptions and removing judgment.

 Moves the team to a place of understanding and acceptance of one another.



Communication…

 A Successful Team…Communicates!

 Regardless of your role on the team, communication is critical…

 Teams that communicate effectively achieve goals quicker…

 They are more accurate…

 Everyone understands their role…

 Creates more understanding…

 Provides clear objectives for high-level success…



T.E.A.M.-Together Everyone Achieves 

More!

 Focus on INTERNAL Customer Service!

 How a TEAM interacts with each other sets the tone for the environment!

 Be Honest!  If you make a mistake, admit it.  There is no shame in owning 

your mistakes.

 Make coworkers feel valued.  Take time to recognize them with a smile and 

call them by name.  Compliment them on a job well done.

 Deliver what you promised.  The quickest way to lose credibility is to not 

deliver on the promises you make.  Actions always speak louder than words!



T.E.A.M.-Together Everyone Achieves 

More!

 Develop a positive attitude.  Don’t complain; avoid hanging around negative 

co-workers. Never assume, always get the facts.

 Listen and understand the co-workers needs. Ask questions to clarify if 

needed.

 Be accessible.  Return phone calls and emails as quickly as possible; jump in 

and help when a co-worker is overwhelmed.  We are all on the same team!



Winning Teams are T.R.U.E!

Trust each other…

Respect each other…

Understand each other…

Enjoy each other…



Don’t Drop the Ball…

When one team member drops the ball on 

delivering excellence, the impact can be 

felt across the entire organization and take 

a long period of time to recover from…

What is this costing your organization?

Time, Money, Extra Resources, Dependable 

Staff, Patients/Customers…



Step Out of Your Comfort Zone!

 You may have to step out of your 

comfort zone to deliver Legendary 

Customer Service!



Body Language…The Silent Killer…

Body Language Speaks Volumes…

It is what you don’t say that really counts!

A simple smile can change an entire 
interaction! 
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Bad Customer Service…Costs…
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Bad Customer Service…Costs…

Social Media compounds the threat X 10, 20, 30…

Look at your “friends” list!
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Bad Customer Service…Costs…
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Meet Angie…

 It is OK to sweat the small stuff!!

 Angie is the GAHHS poster-woman for 

OUTSTANDING Customer Service!                                                                         



Accountability…

 Creating a culture of integrity and accountability is key to team success…

 Generates a respectful, enjoyable and giving setting in which to work.

 Are your team members held accountable?

 Accountability is key in moving a team towards success.

 Accountability is the glue that ties COMMITMENT to RESULTS.



Leadership…

“The capacity to translate vision into 

reality.”  Warren Bennis



Leadership…is NOT for the Weak at 

Heart!

Leadership is not easy…

Leadership requires:

Discipline

Perseverance

Grit

Determination 



Leadership is Influence…

 Leading can also be expressed in terms of how 
much influence one may have on others.

This can be good…

This can be bad…

Team members may emerge as 
leaders…but is it the leader you are 
looking for?

Is the right Leader leading your team?



Great Performers Create a Positive 

Culture!

 Attitude is a discipline. 

 A positive attitude is contagious and the mark of a strong 

leader. 

 Performers actively seek the best out of any situation and 

do not blame performance on external factors. 

 They understand that it is how they respond to situations

that matters.



Attitude!

 If you have a positive attitude, everything 

else follows!
Accuracy

Accountability

Productivity

Awareness

Customer Service

Focus

Vision

Motivation

Professionalism

Trust

Success

Compassion/Empathy



For EVERY Team, It’s Time!

 It is time to act on purpose…with a purpose…

Raise Your Standards.

Give people more than they expect.

Hold each other accountable.

Go the extra distance.

 Empower ourselves with knowledge.

Be THE Model of Excellence!



If you place a single crab in a lidless bucket, he will climb right out of the 

bucket and escape.  If you place multiple crabs in that bucket, then the 

escaping crabs will be pulled back into the bucket by the other crabs. 

They just keep pulling each other back into the bucket and the process 

allows NO crabs to escape the bucket.  Thus the saying “Crabs in a 

Bucket.”

When an individual wants to better themselves, advance, do something 

for the good of their organization, there are always people who will drag 

them down and do everything in their power to keep them from 

excelling.

It does not benefit anyone to be the person at the bottom of the bucket 

pulling others back down.  We all benefit from the support of co-workers 

and if we all work together, we can all climb out of the “bucket.”

The Crab Mentality Can KILL a 

Team!



The Generational Divide…

Understanding the difference in 

Generational Philosophy can greatly 

affect customer service and the workplace 

environment and TEAM communication!
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The Generational Divide…



The Generational Divide…

 Matures/Traditionalists

Born Prior to 1946

5% of the workforce
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The Generational Divide…

 Influences on Matures/Traditionalists

The Great Depression

New Deal

Pearl Harbor

World War 2

Korean War

Radio and Telephone
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The Generational Divide…
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The Generational Divide…

 Baby Boomers

 Born 1946-1964

45% of workforce

51-69
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The Generational Divide…

 Influences on Baby Boomers

Nuclear Power

Rosa Parks

President Kennedy

Martin Luther King

Vietnam

Man on the Moon
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The Generational Divide…
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The Generational Divide…

 Generation X

 Born 1965-1980

40% of workforce

36-50
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The Generational Divide…

 Influences on  Generation X

 Berlin Wall

 Latch Key Kids

 Challenger Disaster

 Technology

 Corporate Layoffs

 Stock Market 

 Desert Storm

 Terrorism
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The Generational Divide…
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The Generational Divide…

 Millennials

 Born 1981-1999

 10% + of workforce

 20-35

 By 2020 they will make 

up ½ of the workforce!

 Embrace 

them and 

adapt to 

their way of 

doing things 

more!
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The Generational Divide…

 Influences on Millennials

 Computers/Technology

 Diversity

 Bullying

 Extended Family Relationships

 Environmental Impact Awareness

 Google

 Video Games

 Social Media

 Girl Power
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The Generational Divide…
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The Generational Divide…

 Generation Z

 Born after 1995

Millennials on Speed!

Be Ready!
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The Generational Divide…

 Influences on Generation Z

 Sept. 11

 Social Media

 No child left behind

 Cyberbullying

 CELL PHONES

 Reality TV
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The Generational Divide…
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Back to My Ole Buddy Walt…

What Lessons can we learn from the 
Disney way?!

How do they do what they do?

By Being:

Focused

Simple

Intentional
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Back to My Ole Buddy Walt…

Follow the EVERY principles:

EVERYONE matters…and EVERYONE 
knows they matter.

EVERYONE is given a purpose, not just 
a job.

EVERYONE follows guidelines of great 
service!
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13 Personality Types…in EVERY Office!
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13 Personality Types…in EVERY Office!



What is He Talking About?!

 What does any of this have to do with Patient 

Access???

EVERYTHING!!!

The Patient Experience begins with Patient 

Access!



The Patient Access Team is KEY to 

Success!

 The Beginning of the Revenue Cycle!

 Often—First-line of communication with the patient/visitors!

 Patient Access is who we are…Registration is just one of the things we do!

 Scheduling, Pre-Registration, Pre-Cert/Pre-Auth, Insurance Eligibility 

Verification, Financial Counseling, Point of Service Collections, State and 

Federal Regulations, EMTALA Guidelines, HIPAA Guidelines and more………….



The Patient Access Team is KEY to 

Success!

 Scheduling—The Beginning of The Revenue Cycle!

 Pre-Registration-Reduce Wait Times, Increase POS Collections, Verify Info! 

 Pre-Cert/Pre-Auth –Reduce Denials! $$$

 Insurance Eligibility Verification-Critical for $$$

 Financial Counseling $$$

 Point of Service Collections $$$

 State and Federal Regulations –Compliance!

 EMTALA Guidelines-Compliance!

 HIPAA Guidelines-Compliance!



The Patient Access Team is KEY to 

Success!

 What is the most important attribute of a Patient 

Access Team?

Delivering Legendary Customer Service!


